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WE, PROTAGONISTS TOGETHER
Believe in US and in our work, 
to be PROTAGONISTS of our 
present and build our future 
TOGETHER.

Go through the company to get to know and enhance the organization and people
I joined Duplomatic in 2000 with an IT training and I started working in this department,
with the expectation of becoming its manager in a short time.
I brought to the company my view of information technology as a series of tools for
organizing activities and helping people to do their jobs better.
In 2003 I became IT Manager, and the first major project was the change of the ERP
system which is still in use today, because it was designed to evolve with the growth of the
company.
On this occasion, I was also entrusted with the specific responsibility of improving
efficiency and increasing the success of the company. So, I started working with people, to
enhance their human potential, and analyzing the need for new positions to complete
various work teams.
I am very grateful to Duplomatic for having had the opportunity to carry out this path - for
me of great personal satisfaction - and for having invested in my training to carry out this
task in the best possible way. In 2008 I also took on the role of Human Resources
Manager to complete my managerial transformation, a position I held in the company until
2011.
In 2012 a new adventure started: the management of the Hydraulic Systems BU, including
responsibility in relaunching the brand, quality, and organization. To succeed in all this, the
arrival next to me of Massimo Ripamonti was fundamental: he moved from the technical
direction of the components to the technical direction within our BU.

A present in great motion
After a significant reorganization in 2014, we were ready to face the market in full swing
and, to further strengthen the structure, we thus acquired and subsequently integrated a
small company in the industry, already our subcontractor: Hidrux of Sulbiate (Milan, Italy).
We continued to grow and, in 2019, it was necessary to move to a new location - the one
in Lainate (Milan, Italy) where we are today - to face new challenges.
Bringing references to the sale of components and consolidating the Group's expertise
are, in fact, our two main objectives. Hydraulics, and more generally, motion control, up to
IO-Link solutions, are the tools with which we work in close relationship with OEMs, to
really understand the new trends in the various application sectors and the solutions
toward which the market is oriented. We have dedicated ourselves to large projects in the
industrial, energy and offshore sectors, gaining experience that has allowed Duplomatic to
become a strategic technical partner for major industrial brands in the Italian and
international industry.
In 2020 another challenge immediately began: the incorporation of a company acquired by
Duplomatic in 2017: Tecnologie Industriali of Padua, Italy. Thanks to this project we have
reached an important milestone, because today we are practically the only ones in Italy to
be both component producers and direct system manufacturers at the same time, with
operational offices throughout Italy. For a few months we have now been fully integrated in
the two plants in Lainate and Padua, also in terms of organization and IT systems. The
market recognizes this and it gives us a positive outlook.

And what do you think about the challenges for the future?
Integration between people is and will always be my "mantra". I am convinced that without
knowledge and without sharing, a company cannot really improve only unity of purpose
and common commitment can transform a group of people into a close-knit and "hungry"
team. I will therefore continue in the enhancement of people, and in the creation of a
single working group between Lainate and Padua, always very connected; digital
technologies now help to break down physical distances.
Work absorbs me, but time for my family is never lacking what I am learning in family life is
very useful in my daily work. My wife Stefania and I have two heterozygous twins: being
able to break through two different characters to try to educate them according to common
principles is a truly exciting challenge. Complementarity with Stefania was undoubtedly an
important milestone of my personal and professional fulfillment!
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